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What is Comm-University? 

 
● Comm-University is a program that brings children 

and elders together for a variety of activities that give 
a sense of purpose, value, and contribution to both 
populations.  
 

● Youth and seniors are assigned the same “buddies” 
for the year to develop lasting and meaningful 
relationships. 
 

● The program promotes the rethinking of traditional 
eldercare, education, and community to improve and enrich the lives of seniors, 
children, and ourselves. 
 

● Students are provided training and simulations before interacting with their 
senior buddies so they can better empathize with the elder population and 
reduce any fears they may have about the experience. 
 

● Students and elders learn from each other, establish heartfelt relationships, 
provide companionship, and feel true empathy and compassion for each other. 
 

● This authentic learning situation allows students to practice social skills and 
face-to-face interactions, set aside judgments, and learn to be present in the 
moment.  
 

● Many students who have challenges in the traditional school environment seem 
to “shine” in this setting, surprising their peers and teachers.  
 

● Elders share their life experiences and knowledge, allowing them to feel that 
they are valued and enabling them to contribute to their community. 
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What Can I Do in 
5 Minutes, 5 Hours, 5 Days, 5 Years?  

 
In 5 Minutes You Can:  
 

❏ Share with someone the highlights of the 
Comm-University - Intergenerational 
Partnerships presentation: your likes, wishes, 
and what-ifs 

❏ Watch the Alive Inside Movie Trailer and/or 
share it with anyone you know 

❏ Watch The Comm-University Process at the 
Healdsburg School which shows how the 
classroom teacher and staff from the senior 
living community prepared students before their first visit 

❏ Write down what you want your organization’s “news headline” to be in five 
years 

❏ Call a senior community, teacher, school, scouting or youth organization and 
invite them to meet with you about intergenerational partnerships 

❏ Skim through this resource guide for inspiration and guidance 
❏ Other: ??? 

 
In 5 Hours or Less, You Can:  
 

❏ Use this resource guide for support in getting started 
❏ Contact Tony, Patti, or Julia for more information or to schedule a visit to see 

Comm-University in action 
❏ Tony Fisher: sales.healdsburg@pacificaseniorliving.com  
❏ Patti Wick: wickpatti@gmail.com 
❏ Julia Agee: ad.healdsburg@pacificaseniorliving.com  

❏ Watch the Alive Inside DVD or Alive Inside on Amazon Prime 
❏ Outline an action plan for connecting with schools or senior communities to 

implement intergenerational partnerships in your organization 
❏ Meet with staff at schools or senior communities to explain your vision for 

partnerships 
❏ Work with teachers to:  

❏ Schedule visits for the school year: who, what, where, when 
❏ Generate a list of activities that would be beneficial to youth and elders  
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https://vimeo.com/80114021
https://vimeo.com/120834005
https://vimeo.com/120834005
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mailto:wickpatti@gmail.com
mailto:ad.healdsburg@pacificaseniorliving.com
https://smile.amazon.com/Alive-Inside-Dan-Cohen/dp/B00OPCF3EW/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1521950010&sr=8-1&keywords=alive+inside+dvd
https://smile.amazon.com/Alive-Inside-Michael-Rossato-Bennett/dp/B079XW5GHL/ref=sr_1_1?rps=1&ie=UTF8&qid=1527961459&sr=8-1&keywords=alive+inside+amazon+prime


 
❏ Have older students complete a pre-survey before they start the partnership 
❏ Assemble a dementia simulation kit to use as part of orienting students before 

working with dementia residents 
❏ Purchase Memory Player All-in-One Headsets if you 

want them as part of your program  
❏ Have your staff do a visioning exercise where they 

brainstorm what they want the “news headline” to be 
for your organization in five years 

❏ Other??? 
 
In 5 Days or Less, You Can:  
 

❏ Have your first students visit the facility 
❏ Document with photos and videos the interactions of students and seniors on 

their first visits 
❏ Have students write letters to seniors 
❏ Have seniors write letters to students 
❏ Implement a staff training program so that everyone knows what is going on 

and how they can be of support 
❏ Other??? 

 
In 5 Years or Less, You Can: 
  

❏ Rethink and change the culture of your senior communities, of education, of 
your larger community 

❏ Add meaningful activities to your program that benefit seniors, students, 
teachers, and staff  

❏ Other??? 
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http://www.theconnextion.com/aliveinside/aliveinside_prod.cfm?CatID=861&ProdAutoID=11251


 

Comm-University 
Ideas for Getting Started! 

 
❏ Watch the Alive Inside DVD or Movie Trailer along    with other staff in your 

senior community 
 

❏ Reach out to a nearby senior community, 
teacher, school, scouting or youth 
organization 

❏ Tell them about your vision of having 
seniors partner with students  

❏ Have teachers and students watch the 
Alive Inside Movie Trailer and the short 
video of The Comm-University Process 
at the Healdsburg School. 

 
❏ Have teachers visit the senior community 

 
❏ Prepare the students and the school 

❏ Talk to students and teachers about what to expect  
❏ Provide a dementia simulation experience 

  
❏ Generate a list of activities that might fit in with the school curriculum:  

❏ Interviewing each other about favorite music, colors, food, etc.  
❏ Horticulture (planting seeds; flower arrangements for tables at the senior 

facility) 
❏ Music (using Alive Inside headsets to generate playlists of seniors’ 

favorite songs and then listening to the music with them) 
❏ Social/Emotional Learning (practicing manners and social skills with 

elders) 
❏ English: Reading and Writing (young students can practice their reading 

with elders; students can write the life stories of the elders) 
 

❏ History (students can ask what it was like for the elders when they were 
young: who was president, etc.) 

❏ English as a Second Language (practicing English in conversations with 
elders) 

❏ Pre-med 
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https://smile.amazon.com/Alive-Inside-Dan-Cohen/dp/B00OPCF3EW/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1521950010&sr=8-1&keywords=alive+inside+dvd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaB5Egej0TQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaB5Egej0TQ
https://vimeo.com/120834005
https://vimeo.com/120834005


 
❏ Psychology 
❏ Art, Film, Media, Photography 
❏ Journal Writing: After each visit students can follow up at school by 

writing reflections about their experience and/or other prompts provided 
by the senior community or the teacher: how was their visit, what did they 
learn, what went well, what they would change, how did it make them 
feel, what would they like to do on their next visit, what is empathy, etc.) 

 
❏ Be as flexible as possible with scheduling and transportation to make 

partnerships work.  
 

❏ You only need ONE TEACHER and ONE SENIOR COMMUNITY to start the 
movement! 
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School Visits 
Flow Chart and Descriptions 

 

 
 
Outreach 

Teachers and senior communities are often eager to participate in Comm-University 
once they understand its value. Be creative when brainstorming ways in which 
participation can supplement what the students are learning in class. Teachers have 
limited time with their students and need to figure out how Comm-University can be 
integrated into their curriculum. 

 
Outreach from the senior community and school includes contacting residents’ and 
students’ families, explaining what Comm-University is, and discussing what will be 
involved. Informing families will help increase excitement and enthusiasm for the 
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program which will be passed on to the residents and/or students. Often family 
members will volunteer to help or be present if they know when the youth and elder 
visits are scheduled.   
 
Orientation 

The orientation is about more than just explaining the program and the students’ 
roles. This is an opportunity for students to learn about the lives of the seniors they 
will be visiting. Some students will 
have had no experience with 
elders. A hands-on simulation is a 
fantastic way to help them 
understand the limitations many 
seniors face daily and how our 
lives change as we age. Great ways 
to demonstrate this include 
having students perform daily 
tasks with the following 
impediments: taped goggles that 
limit vision, beans in their shoes 
to affect balance, gloves with 
some fingers taped to reduce dexterity, and headphones that create confusion through 
auditory overstimulation. Give the students instructions to set a table, fold laundry, 
button a sweater, write a list, sort small items, etc.   

 
Scheduling Visits 

Visits will depend almost entirely on when the teachers and their classes are available. 
They will likely need to be planned a few weeks in advance so the teacher has time to 
plan class time and lessons appropriately. Keep in mind that transportation can also 
be a large factor. When scheduling visits, you will need to know, at minimum, the date 
and time the class will be arriving, how many students are expected, and how long 
they will stay. 
 
Assigning “Buddies” 
 
What distinguishes this program and makes it successful is partnering youth and 
elders so they have the same “buddies” throughout the year. This is how lasting and 
meaningful relationships are established. This can be done randomly before the first 
visit and then adjustments can be made if necessary. More than one student can be 
paired with a resident if desired. Keep in mind that there will be days when students 
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are absent and residents may not be available. Flexibility on the part of students and 
residents is necessary. 

 
Planning Activities 

This is your chance to get truly creative. The senior community and teachers will need 
to work out exactly what the students and residents will be doing during the visit. 
Some teachers might have a pretty good idea of what they want to do and will merely 
need to verify that it will work well with the residents. Other teachers will want to 
bounce some ideas off of their contact at the senior community and get feedback. You 
might also get teachers who have no idea what to do. Remember that 
Comm-University is about connections, not recreating the classroom setting. You will 
want to pick activities that, at the very least, provide time for students and residents 
to talk with each other. You might find that it is necessary to plan activities that go 
beyond this and actively encourage conversation if the students are particularly shy or 
easily distracted. 

 
Successful activities have included: 

● Simple board games that require students and 
residents to answer prompts 

● Making bird feeders out of bagels, birdseed, and 
peanut butter 

● Transplanting seedlings 
● Interviewing residents about historical events 

(for example, the Civil Rights Movement) 
● Music & Connections program 

 
Confirm Visits 

The senior community and teacher should confirm their 
plans at least a week in advance of a visit. Make sure everyone knows the date, time, 
number of students, activity, and how they are arriving. This is also your chance to 
confirm what materials will be needed for the activity and who will be providing them. 
You can also use this opportunity to remind the teacher to have returning students 
write letters to their residents. 

 
Student Letters 

Having students write letters to their residents has proven to be very valuable. For 
students, composing letters gives them writing practice and helps them to reflect on 
their experiences. Residents enjoy getting letters from their students, and having a 
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picture helps them remember the students that visited them. As your program grows, 
you will likely have residents who interact with students from multiple classes. A brief 
letter will remind them which student is visiting and maybe what they talked about at 
the previous visit. From your perspective, having the letters on hand will help you 
keep track of which student was paired with which resident.  

 
The letters do not need to be extensive. Students might choose to describe their 
weekend or a recent event, or they might simply explain that they are coming and that 
they enjoyed talking with their resident last time. What matters most is that the 
letters are individualized (“Dear Mary” instead of “Dear Resident”), and ideally the 
student might include a photograph of him or herself.  
 
Inform Residents and Give them Letters 
 
Typically one day’s notice is a good amount of time for residents to prepare. Create a 
standard flyer announcing who is visiting, where in the facility the event is going to 
be, what date, and what time the resident should be there. Include this flyer with the 
student letters in an envelope. Taping the envelope to the residents’ doors at any time 
before they return to their rooms from dinner ensures they get it. 
 
Bring Residents to Activity 

Some residents will arrive on their own, but some might need assistance or might 
have forgotten that the students were coming. Depending on your residents, if you 
start gathering everyone roughly fifteen minutes before the event, it will help things 
run smoothly when the students arrive.  
 
Facilitate Activity 

Most activities will not need much active 
facilitation after an introduction and 
explanation of what the activity is. Give 
any instructions needed, and then make 
sure at least one person is there to answer 
any questions. Keep an eye out for 
students who get distracted, and if 
necessary, remind them that this is an 
opportunity to talk with their senior. Aside 
from that, less structure often gives students and residents a better opportunity to 
connect. Stand back and watch the magic happen!  
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Record Notes/Attendance 

You will want to record any notes you have regarding the visit while it is still fresh in 
your memory. The most common and important thing to document will be which 
students were paired with which residents. It is not uncommon for discrepancies due 
to absences. Since Comm-University is about making connections, the goal is to be as 
consistent as possible with the pairings so that students see the same residents each 
visit. Make a note of which residents and/or students did not come and how everyone 
was paired. 
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Sample Flyer for Residents 
 

 
 

 

Sample Student Letter 
 

Dear Betty, 

 

Hi! How are you? I have been doing well. Yesterday my 

soccer team won our 3rd game in a row! 

 

I am looking forward to seeing you soon. I enjoyed learning 

about your kids and your vegetable garden last time I saw 

you. 

 

From, 

Jesse 
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Sample Pre Student Survey Questions  
(It is best if the surveys are completed by students before being told about the program.) 
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Sample Post Student Survey Questions 
(The post survey includes the pre survey questions plus these additional ones.) 
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